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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONS
U.S. Constitution, Fifth Amendment

2, 14

in

JURISDICTION
The Court of Appeals of Utah has jurisdiction over this matter pursuant to Utah Code
Ann. §78A-4-103.
STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES
Did the trial Court abuse its discretion in ordering the plaintiff city to produce to defense
counsel original video recordings and names and addresses of persons who provided them to the
city, when copies of the recordings were not produced until approximately three weeks before
trial, the copies appeared incomplete and showed obvious gaps in footage at critical moments,
and defense counsel requested to view the originals and to receive the names and addresses of
those persons who provided them to the city, and the city failed to provide proof to show that the
originals were not in the city's possession, or were destroyed, and that the city did not have the
names and addresses requested by defense counsel?
The trial Court is allowed broad discretion in granting discovery and inspection. Its
determinations on this subject should not be overturned on appeal unless the Court has abused its
discretion. See State v. Sims, 517 P.2d 1315, 1317 (Utah 1974).
Did the trial Court abuse its discretion in dismissing charges against Mr. Asiata when the
plaintiff city failed to produce to defense counsel original video recordings and the names and
addresses of those persons who provided them to the city within thirty days as ordered by the trial
Court, without proof to show that the city could not comply with the trial Court's order?
"Because trial Courts must deal first hand with the parties and the discovery process, they
are given broad discretion regarding the imposition of discovery sanctions." Morton v.
-1-

Continental Baking Co. 938 P. 2d 271, 274 (Utah 1997). "Thus we have long held that we will
not interfere unless" 'abuse of that discretion [is] clearly shown.'" Morton at 274 (quoting Katz
v. Pierce, 111 P.2d 92,93 (Utah 1986)).

CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONS AND STATUTES
U.S. Constitution, Fifth Amendment
No person shall be held to answer for a capital, or otherwise infamous crime,
unless on a presentment or indictment of a Grand Jury, except in cases arising in
the land or naval forces, or in the Militia, when in actual service in time of War or
public danger; nor shall any person be subject for the same offence to be twice put
in jeopardy of life or limb; nor shall be compelled in any criminal case to be a
witness against himself, nor be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due
process of law; nor shall private property be taken for public use, without just
compensation.
Constitution of the State of Utah, Article I, Section 7
No person shall be deprived of life, liberty or property, without due process of
law.
Rule 16(a), Utah Rules of Criminal Procedure
(a)Except as otherwise provided, the prosecutor shall disclose to the defense upon
request the following material or information of which he has knowledge:
(a)(1) relevant written or recorded statements of the defendant or codefendants;
(a)(2) the criminal record of the defendant;
(a)(3) physical evidence seized from the defendant or codefendant;
(a)(4) evidence known to the prosecutor that tends to negate the guilt of the
accused, mitigate the guilt of the defendant, or mitigate the degree of the offense
for reduced punishment; and
(a)(5) any other item of evidence which the Court determines on good cause
shown should be made available to the defendant in order for the defendant to
adequately prepare his defense.
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Rule 25(a), Utah Rules of Criminal Procedure
In its discretion, for substantial cause and in furtherance of justice, the Court may,
either on its own initiative or upon application of either party, order an
information or indictment dismissed.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE
A.

Nature of the Case. This is an appeal from the final order of dismissal entered on
July 2, 2008.

B.

Course of Proceedings and Disposition Below. Plaintiff filed its charging
Information against the defendant on November 21, 2007. The defendant
appeared at Court, was arraigned and entered a plea of not guilty on November 21,
2007. Defendant's first attorney filed a Motion and Request for Discovery on
December 7, 2007. Notice of Substitution of Counsel was filed by defendant's
new attorney on January 14, 2008. A Pretrial Conference was held on February 8.
2008. A Motion and Request for Discovery was filed by defendant's new attorney
on February 11, 2008. A jury trial was scheduled for May 28, 2008. Another
Pretrial Conference was held on February 22, 2008. A Motion for Release of
Video and Audio Recordings was filed by defendant on March 17, 2008. A
Request to Submit Motion for Decision was filed by defendant on April 8, 2008.
The trial Court issued an Order for Prosecutor to Release Video and Audio
Recordings on May 5, 2008. Plaintiff filed its Response to defendant's Motion
for Release of Video and Audio Recordings on May 9, 2008. A Suppression
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Hearing was held on May 27, 2008, and the trial Court heard argument from both
parties' counsel and ordered plaintiff to produce original audio and video
recordings, and the names and addresses of those who provided them to plaintiff
within 30 days or the case will be dismissed. Plaintiff filed a Memorandum in
Opposition to Defendant's Motion to Suppress on June 30,2008. Defendant filed
a Reply Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs Memorandum in Opposition to
Defendant's Motion to Suppress on July 1, 2008. The trial Court heard argument
from both parties' counsel at a Pretrial Conference on July 2, 2008 and dismissed
the charge against Mr. Asiata.
C.

Statement of Facts.

1.

The plaintiff city alleges that during a football game at American Fork High
School on November 2, 2007, the defendant, Mr. Asiata, was a bystander who
entered the football field as a fight broke out (See Appellant's Brief, p. 4 f4). Mr.
Asiata denies this allegation.

2.

The plaintiff city alleges that Mr. Asiata kicked an American Fork football player
in the head twice while at the aforementioned football game. Mr. Asiata denies
this allegation (See Appellant's Brief, p. 5 ^5).

3.

As a result of the foregoing allegations, the plaintiff city charged Mr. Asiata with
one count of simple assault, a Class B Misdemeanor ( R. 0004).

4.

At the Pretrial Conference on February 8, 2008, Paul D. Jarvis of the American
Fork City Attorney's office agreed on the record to provide defense counsel with
-4-

copies of six nrii»m il \ideo tapes which the cit}T claims to ha\e received from
third parties, and which the city claims show Mr \ ut;i enteiiim the held and
assaulting an American Fork football player. Mr Jan is further stated that he had
the video tapes in Ins offn r i l- also staled that he would ptoude copies of the
\ideo tapes to deiense counsel within a week. Defense counsel did nol tcccw e
tliem > iihin .in neck as Mi. Jams stated he would ( R 0134, p S lines 13-15) and
(R 0134 p 7 lines 740).
5.

On that same briday. Febnian 8 2008, defense counsel prepared and caused to be
filed a Motion and Rrqirsf Im hi ,i <

a. ei which was tiled with the

trial Court on Februan 1 1, 2Q0cS ( R. 007 ';. Ihe Motion requested that put aunt
to I'uli lii III ihi I hah kiile^ ot i riniinal Procedure, the prosecutor disclose
copies of. among other things, "(a)ll written and u tHided statements ol ihe
Defendant, co-defendants, and or witnesses, if any, including tape and \ideo
records relevant In the ibow-mtitJed in ill i
6

I I" ntU b)

\t a Pretrial Conierence m this matter on I ebruary 22, 2008, Mr. Jarvis again
appeared t<>" '•»« piostaitoi - olliee and told deiense counsel on that occasion that
the \ideo recordings were "downstairs" with the Ameiu iin 1 oil P'uliu
Depai in lent and that he would provide defense counsel with copies of the same
within a week (R. 0134, p

lm<^ ! "' »

<> * " •

' u ;'v -:ii ior ha\ ing not received copies of the video tapes, defense

counsel filed and served on the prosecutor's vrr-.

": '

*

p

l

"

<•

and Audio Recordings ( R. 0071 and R. 0072).
On April 2, 2008, defense uMinsel aflei si ill nol ia using the requested
recordings, or am objection to his Motion for Release, filed and served a Request
to Siihnnt Im I >euMiui a:» tu the Motion lor Release previously filed with the trial
Court ( R. 0068 and R. 0069).
Viler receiMiig no response from the plaintiff, on April 29, 2008, the trial Court
issued an order requirin}1 llx pi nntill'lo pioude defense counsel with copies of
the requested Video and Audio Recordings ( R. 0065 and R. OiJObj.
la . . ~i M)!!, " , "

I iled a response to defendant's Motion for Release

and produced six DVD discs to defense counsel on M.i\ X ^00K i R OUiV »
1 ipon reuewing the udeos which were copied onto DVD discs by the plaintiff
city, Mr. Asiata and defense eniinseI hull n-hi > il oh- mus gaps in the recordings
and that portions of critical moments were conspicuously missing from the
fa uitlinijs R 01 J I. |

hue1, I -..'4 K

Defense counsel promptly contacted Kase> Wright of the plaintiffs ofTu c on Miv
14, J00K. and requested that he set up a meeting wherein defense counsel could
review the original video tape recordings din* f<> liir !»ap^ and missing iootage in
the copies, Mr, Wright stated that he would set up such a meeting for Monday or

-t>-

Ttiesda\ nl (he next week, the week of Ma\ 19,2008(R 0H4, p 7 line 25 and R
0134. p. 8 lines 1-7) and (R. 0101 ,;
13.

V»|

Defense counsel did not hear back from Mr Wright on or before Ma> 19th or 20th.
He did (indlK spr \[ ft. I li

..« L I«H \\ ednesda), Mu> 21, 2008 In that

conversation, he told Mi Wright that he still needed to re\ie\\ ilk on m il
reioi dings, and that he also needed the names, addresses, and telephone numbers
of the persons who had provided th M ' . J^

•• -uti-d llial he would

arrange a meeting for defense counsel to \ iew the onmnal \ ideo recordings at the
American I oil Pnlii c I )epartnu lit on lilliu Ihursda}. Ma> 22. 2008. or Friday,
May 23, 2008, wherein he would also pro\ide defense counsel \N illn I In nam
addiesses, and telephone numbers of the persons who provided the original videos
(R 0134, p. 8, hues 1-12) and (
II

1 )elense counsel met with Mr Wright and Officer Huff of the xVmencan Fork
Poln o IVpaitinen! il tin poliu depatlmenl on 1 nda) Ma\ 23, 2008. Upon
arm ah Mi Wright told defense counsel that they onh had

OIK HIHIII

il tdm I ip

ti •* "' -tense umn-.e] to \ iew V\ hen asked where the other tapes were, the
prosecutor stated that he did not know hii! \\c\w -.rd \\\r\ \\\A\ hau Ut w uluined
to the people who pro\ided them to the city, and thai he did not ha\e the names,
addresses, or telephuin nnnih, i nl iht, pt ipk < ho pio\ided the \ideos ( R. 0134,
p. 8 lines 16-22) and (R l)10(),p. 4]|10).

-7-

s

ii ivstill lie I ci INC luuiisel promptly prepared a Motion to Suppress and filed it

with the trialCourton May 27,2008, wherein lu

•

-

. . .

i.\^ IL:

because the scheduled jury trial was the next day; May 28, 2008 ( R. Ou57 • K.
0059).
16.

The trial Court held a Suppression Hearing on May 27, 2008, where it heard
argarh- ••

. i.

> utiorncx and the defendant's attorney as to the issues

raised by the defendant in his Motion to Suppress

* *• *

-M . I

•.

v

u... - ;,.^i: was scheduled for May 28th, and ordered the plaintiff to produce lo
defense counsel, t v on* .M t! •

\:---

^cuio: ^hamcu uie citv

once possessed, and to also produce the names and addresses of the persons w ho
•v

i-i.v ••

;

• \ wuiiic.- io the a u

fhe trial Court further ordered thai

the plaintiff provide the original recordings and • i tj. ^

•' m>-e * t. Iclen*

counsel within 30 days of the May 27, 2008 hearing or it would dismiss the
charges against Mr. A^iai i

'•).

The plaintiff city did not produce the original \ ideo recordings or the names or
addresses as ord-:^ :

.

un as oi the Pretrial i_ onierence which was

held on July 2. 2008. which was over 30 days from the Ma\ ^n '1| HIK Suppression
llWCiiL.

18.

riie Plaintiff did not provide proofio the ('out I as lo \ • li\ il did not ha\c the
original recordings, or the names and addresses of those who provided them to the
p[ i

...-...•

(

-8-

kiiiun: ui^. vhd not provide any proof that the

(•Menial wordings were returned to third persons, recorded over or destroyed, as
it claims in its appellate brief, and j]v,

• ' • • - . : .

. narge against Mr.

Asiata as it promised ( R. 0116).

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
1 •'•

'

:-oi at\i.vj it, discretion in ordering the plaintiff to produce original

recordings and names and addresses of those v h< n ^

i -••'

^

-.j •• .< ::vcauseihe

pjamtiri J.O not pioduce anything to show that the plaintiffs police department did not possess
the recordings, name^ an.? ij\i?

.- ^

•

:... .

.. .*,,., aie recordings and

names and addresses. Rather, the plaintiff simply refers this Court to the mv^e. ••
... ...pi • •*" ' J it .. -:

.

: / c i\ no longci has possession of the original recordings or t he-

names and addresses of those who provided them to llv nl\ I, Stv R i H )<M ^ i , See alsu K .01 .M ,
11 'I liiic;> I - j ) . yVccording to well established law, "[a]ttorneys' unsworn statements do not
establish facts in the a KiMkt - o:.... r, :

-.:. juuge- -.an: MI rei\ upon these unsworn

statements as the basis for making factual determinations. . . ." State v. Arroyo, 796 P ^i 1 ^X4
687 U - i

•'-• . * •

.

. < vmjjur{io.t:tLk

Advertising, Inc. v. Cedar, 423 So.2d 1015. 101 7

(Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1982)). As a result, the plaintiff did need •
.laiiies ana uaaresses because under Utah law w*
disclose evidence pursuant to ^

-9-

• i .-.*•»<• and

when required b\ Court order, the State must
'• . , . * • ' •

Kallin, 877, P.2d 138, 143 (Utah. 1994).

-

:

-ocedure."

State v.

I astlv llir plaintiff h.ftl unple opportunity to offer evidence to the trial Court as to its
purported inability to compK with the trial Court's order to piodiiu (In 01 p'in.il icundings and
if in 1111 ne > and addresses ol those who pro\ ided them to the plaintiff ( R. 00125, *|15 and TJ21).
The plaintiff also had ample oppoi !,„,,;,

r,

;.:. p.:

-.; the recordings were lost destroyed

or recorded cner ( R. 00125. ^(15 and ^21) fhe plaintiff failed to do so, and the trial 1 mni 1 mm]
that "[N]n \ did ii" ron

i

, u in liie prosecution 101 its failure to comph with this

Court's order on Ma> 27. 2008" (R. 0125,^21). As a result th-

- uges against Mi \ ,ul 1

wne piopeih dismissed undei Rule 25(a) after fair warning to the plaintiff.

\RGUMENT
I.
The trial Court did not abuse its discretion wlitii il 111 <!« i< tl (In
• pro\ ide Mr, \siata and his eounsel \\ illi the
I /, as well as the names and addresses of the
led them to the plaintiff.

In the present case, and pursuant to IIR.C.P, 16(a)(5), the trial Court ordered the plainiilt
to produce the si\ niu'»n d \ ideo n < oiding-. il Ii id recened in this matter, as well as the names
and addresses of those who pro\ided them to the plaintiff ( R. 0056).
1 li

'»M1 < <>• ,/l was well within its discretion when it issued its order. According to Rule

16(a) of the Utah Rules of Criminal Proceduie:
(a) Except as otherwise pnw ided, the prosecutor shall disclose to the defense upon
request the following material or information of which he has knowledge:
(a)( 1) relevant waitten or recorded statements of the defendant or codefendants;
-10-

(a)(2) the criminal i ecord of the defendant;
(a)(3) physical evidence seized from the defendant or codefendant;
(a)(4) evidence known to the prosecutor that tends to negate the guilt of the accused,
mitigate the guilt of the defendant, or mitigate the degree of the offense for reduced
punishment; and
(a)(5) any other item of evidence which the Court determines on good cause shown
should be made available to the defendant in order for the defendant to adequately
prepare his defense. U.R.C.P. 16(a).

11 r i r • " i vi s. i - v i •. • Mcrarie time arguing that Rule 16(a) of the Utah Rules of
Criminal Procedure does not require it to produce the original recordings, names a.ovk

ureases as

d-^ u... \ uLir. because: it claims that the prosecutor no longer possesses them; they do

not contain exculpaton c\ id. *

*

j

• • . «T ,

,

,.

>r. .uneu

t;iem on ins own; and the

original recordings could not have been helpful to Mr. Asiata's case. (See Appellant' !*• !v i.
8-()), Plaintiffs nri'iimenls are misplaced.
A

h*. plaintiff did possess the original recordings iintl I lit' II:IIIIIV and
addresses of those who provided them to the plaintiffs police
'••"ent, and it provided no evidence li I lit- mill rarj,

The plaintiffs claim that the trial Court abused its dK • < = in-' •

- v. i

c

- uici i- i jiaims not to have possessed ignores one important point, it did not produce evidence
to show thai the plaintiff s police depannu-.

^-

. •> •.

i tapes or the names and

addresses of those who provided them to the police department. The plaintiff simply refers this
Court to the nr- -MV -..*r"-

....

^ ai U,LM . .T_.

ina i

mc -ay no longer has possession of the

original recordings or the names and addresses of those who provided limn lo \\\r plaintifl (Sec
I' *MH/4 ^

See also R.'U ^1 . p. 4 lines 1-3) . According to well established law, "[ajttorneys'

unsworn statements do not establish facts in the absence of stipulation. Trial judges cannot rely
upon these unsworn statements as the basis for making factual determinations.. .." State v.
Arroyo, 796 P.2d 684, 687 (Utah 1990), (quoting Leon Shaffer Golnick Advertising, Inc. v.
Cedar, 423 So.2d 1015, 1017 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1982)). See also Caperon v. Turtle, 116 P.2d
402, 405-06 (Utah 1941) and Bland v. Sirmons, 459 F. 3d 999,1015 (10th Cir. 2006).
Furthermore, the plaintiff cannot argue that it did not have an opportunity to provide
evidence to show the police department returned the original recordings and lost or destroyed the
names and addresses. The police department is downstairs from Judge Maetani's Courtroom
(See R.0134 p. 7). The city could have easily had an officer come upstairs and testify at the
Suppression Hearing. It chose not to. Moreover, the city could have included with its
Memorandum in Opposition to Motion to Suppress, testimony in affidavit form showing the
original recordings were returned to the original owners, and that the city had misplaced or
destroyed the names and addresses of the owners. It chose not to. The city filed its
Memorandum in Opposition to Motion to Suppress over 30 days after the Suppression Hearing,
and did not claim that it needed extra time to produce evidence to the trial Court. The city
simply failed to produce it. This strongly suggests that there may not be proof showing the
plaintiffs police department returned the videos and lost the names and addresses of those who
provided them.
It is most notable that even though the prosecutor claims the city's police department did
"return the original" recordings back to the owners, and that it "did not record the names and
addresses of the owners", the city apparently has information that "some of the owners erased the
-12-

video (sic) or recorded over the footage of the brawl." (See Appellant's Brief, p. 5-6 ^12-^14).
It is puzzling how the city would know who to return the original recordings to, if it did not have
the persons' names and addresses available in its file. It is also interesting how the plaintiff city
seems to know that some of the owners of the original videos "erased the video (sic) or recorded
over the footage of the brawl" if the plaintiffs police department "did not record the names and
addresses of the owners" or make subsequent contact with them after purportedly returning the
videos to them (See Appellant's Brief, p. 5-6, ^[13 and f 14).
In addition, the plaintiff spends considerable time in its Brief arguing the application of
the Best Evidence Rule to copies of the recordings, and it appears to argue that this rule shields
the plaintiff from producing the original recordings and the names and addresses ( See
Appellant's Brief, p. 9-10). The plaintiff misunderstands that it is the intent of the defense and of
the trial Court to view the originals because there appears to be possible "doctoring" or recording
errors of the tapes by someone associated with the city, and not simply for foundational reasons (
R. 0134, p. 14 lines 23- 25 and p. 15 line 1). Reviewing the originals and interviewing the
persons who provided them to the plaintiff in order to ascertain why gaps appear at critical
moments on the tapes is the only practical way to handle the matter and protect the interest of
justice. The plaintiff possessed the originals and was the only person in a position to provide the
original videos to the defense, along with the names and addresses ( R. 0134, p. 3 lines 23-25 and
R. 0134, p. 4 lines 1-3). It simply chose not to, and it failed to provide any proof as to why it
could not and should not comply with the trial Court's order.

-13-

Lastly, the plaintiff had the original recordings and the names and addresses in its
possession ( R. 0134, p. 4 lines 1-3). The plaintiffs police department copied them ( R. 0134, p.
4 lines 1-3). Mr. Asiata requested copies numerous times over a three-month period, and did not
receive them from the plaintiff until acquiring a Court order compelling production ( R. 0129 fl
- ^[5; R. 0128 ^6 and TJ7). Even then, the plaintiff did not produce copies until three weeks before
the scheduled jury trial ( R. 0128, T|7). Even if the prosecutor's unsupported statements are
correct, the plaintiffs police department would have only returned the videos to their owners less
than one week before Mr. Asiata requested them and less than three weeks before the Court
ordered production. With such a short time to recall or look into its file, the plaintiffs police
department would most certainly have been able to recall and acquire the evidence it was ordered
to produce. The plaintiffs actions speak volumes as to the contents of the gaps and missing
footage and what the owners of the original recordings may say.
B.

The plaintiffs claim that it doesn't need to comply with the trial Court's
order because the recordings don't contain exculpatory evidence is incorrect.

As to the plaintiffs claim that it does not need to comply with the trial Court's order
because the original recordings do not contain exculpatory evidence, the plaintiff ignores Rule
16(a) of the Utah Rules of Criminal Procedure and long standing case law in the State of Utah on
the matter.
"In criminal prosecutions, the State has two independent obligations to provide evidence
to the defense. First, the State has a duty under the Due Process Clause of the United States
Constitution to provide, without request by the defendant, all exculpatory evidence." State v.
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Kallin, 877, P.2d 138, 143 (Utah 1994). See also, State v. Worthen, 765 P.2d 839, 850 (Utah
1988); See also, State v. Carter, 707 P.2d 656, 662 (Utah 1985). "Second, when required by
Court order, the State must disclose evidence pursuant to Rule 16 of the Utah Rules of Criminal
Procedure." Kallin at 143. "The practice in this state, at least in some districts, is for the
prosecutors to make all inculpatory evidence available to the defense on request." Id at 143
(emphasis added). It is noteworthy that neither Rule 16(a), nor the cases cited by the plaintiff
specifically limit the trial Court's authority to order the city to produce the original recordings
and the names and addresses of those who provided them to the plaintiff, which it did in the
present case. The trial Court complied with Rule 16(a)(5) and did not abuse its discretion in so
ordering.
The plaintiff contends that it does not need to follow the trial Court's order because "a
prosecutor does not have a duty to disclose all information in its possession, only that evidence
that is clearly exculpatory." (See Appellant's Brief, p. 12). The plaintiff attempts to support its
claim by citing to State v Jarrell, 608 P.2d 218 (Utah 1980) and to State v. Bisner, 37 P.3d 1073
(Utah 2001), which both discuss a prosecutor's failure "to volunteer obviously exculpatory
evidence. . . ." Jarrell at 224 (emphasis added). Jarrell and Bisner are distinguishable from the
present case as they do not discuss the prosecutor's duty under Rule 16(a)(5) to comply with a
Court's order to produce evidence, but reason that when defense counsel has knowledge of
evidence in the State's possession, defense counsel bears the burden to request the evidence from
the State. Neither defense attorney in Jarrell or Bisner requested the evidence or sought a Court
order under Rule 16(a)(5) to acquire evidence, as is the issue in the present case. Rather, they
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alleged, after their clients were convicted, that the prosecution should have volunteered the
evidence to them.
The Jarrell Court held:
(W)e are unwilling to adopt a rule that permits defense counsel, by withholding a
request for available evidence, to in effect corrupt a trial and thereby obtain a
retrial. In the instant case the reports clearly could have been requested. Jarrell at
225.
The Bisner Court held:
(C)ourts universally refuse to overturn convictions where the evidence at issue is
known to the defense prior to or during trial, where the defendant reasonably
should have known of the evidence, or where the defense had the opportunity to
use the evidence to its advantage during trial but failed to do so. Bisner at 1082.

As it stands, the Jarrell and Bisner decisions support the trial Court's position that the
plaintiff should provide Mr. Asiata with the original video tapes and the names and addresses
that he requested from the plaintiff, and which the trial Court ordered the plaintiff to provide to
Mr. Asiata.
C.

The plaintiffs claim that Mr, Asiata could have obtained the original
recordings and the names and address on his own is erroneous.

The plaintiff incorrectly alleges that Mr. Asiata "could have obtained the (original) video
recordings through his own reasonable efforts" and therefore, the Court abused its discretion in
ordering the plaintiff to produce them (See Appellant's Brief, p. 13) (language added).
Appellant's Brief is noticeably silent as to Mr. Asiata's ability to locate the names and addresses
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of those who provided the recordings to the plaintiffs police department. Notwithstanding,
plaintiffs allegation is erroneous.
Mr. Asiata does not dispute that when a defendant knows of the existence and location of
relevant undisclosed information, the defendant has a duty to attempt to obtain such information.
(See Appellant's Brief, p. 13). This is precisely what Mr. Asiata did. For three months Mr.
Asiata made numerous verbal and written requests for copies of the six subject recordings that
the plaintiffs police report referenced ( R. 0134, p. 7 lines 7-14, and p. 9 lines 18-25, p. 9 lines
1-3). It is undisputed that it was the plaintiff that possessed all six of the original recordings ( R.
0134, p. 4 lines 21-25). Copies were not timely produced by the plaintiff, and were not produced
at all until three weeks before the scheduled jury trial (R. 0134, p. 9 lines 18-22).
Only a few days after receipt of the copies, Mr. Asiata and his counsel noticed gaps in the
footage of the copies at critical moments ( R. 0134, p. 7, lines 17-24). It was not known by Mr.
Asiata if the gaps were made intentionally by persons employed by the plaintiff, or if they were
an innocent error which occurred during reproduction. For this reason Mr. Asiata timely
requested to review the original recordings, and sought to acquire the names and addresses of the
persons who provided them to the plaintiff so that these persons could be interviewed ( R. 0102,
1f2). On May 14, 2008, defense counsel promptly contacted the prosecutor and explained this to
him, and both parties agreed to set up a meeting for defense counsel to view all six of the original
tapes, and to be provided with the names and addresses of those who provided them to the
plaintiff ( R. 0134, p. 8 lines 2-7). It is believed that the plaintiff agreed to this meeting because
it knew that it possessed the six original recordings and the names and addresses of those who
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provided them to the plaintiff. If it did not possess the originals it would not have set up this
meeting with an officer from the plaintiffs police department for the defense attorney to view
them. ( R. 0134, p. 8 lines 19-22)
Notwithstanding, when defense counsel arrived at the plaintiffs police department on
May 23, 2008, the appointed time and location, he was shown only one original video and
provided with one name ( R. 0134, p. 8 lines 13-24). No other originals were provided, and no
other names and addresses were provided ( R. 0134, p. 8 lines 13-24). This was five days before
the scheduled jury trial, three of which were a holiday weekend. For the first time the location of
the original recordings was alleged to be somewhere other than plaintiffs possession, and the
names and addresses of those who provided them to the plaintiff, unknown. Mr. Asiata had no
way to know who possessed the original recordings, or where they were, let alone acquire them
through subpoena in time for trial in less than a week. It was the plaintiffs police department
who was the person who knowingly last possessed the evidence, and who would not provide
proof as to what it did with it.
The plaintiff responds that notwithstanding, its inability to show what it did with the
evidence, ordering it to produce the original recordings and names and addresses creates an
unreasonable burden on it (See Appellant's Brief, p. 13). Plaintiff cites to State v. Knill, 656
P.2d 1026 (Utah 1982) to support its claim. Knill is clearly distinguishable from the present
case. The plaintiff in Knill was asked by the defendant to produce an automobile that was
located out of state, costly to reacquire and return, and was returned to its owner out of state by
the plaintiff over three months before the defendant requested it. The automobile had no
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evidentiary value to the defense whatsoever. Accordingly, the trial Court properly denied the
defendant's request to have the automobile returned for inspection.
In the present case, as stated above, it was the plaintiff that delayed production of the
requested discovery for three months without reason. It was the plaintiff who failed to provide
any evidence to suggest that the recordings and names and addresses are costly to produce, or are
in some distant location. Moreover, since the copies that were untimely provided do show gaps
at critical moments, and the plaintiff cannot explain where the originals or the names and
addresses of those who provided them are, defenses that Mr. Asiata would have expected to
show at trial seem more probable based on the plaintiffs actions.
As a result, the Trial Court was within its discretion in ordering the plaintiff to produce
the original recordings and the names and addresses of those who it acquired the recordings from
within thirty days, or have a dismissal of the case, and the plaintiffs claim to the contrary is
without merit.
II.
The trial Court did not abuse its discretion in dismissing charges against Mr.
Asiata when the plaintiff failed to produce original video recordings and the
names and addresses of those persons who provided them to the Plaintiff
within thirty-days as ordered by the trial Court.

The plaintiff argues that the trial Court erred in dismissing the charge against Mr. Asiata
on account of the plaintiffs failure to comply with the trial Court's order to produce the original
recordings and the names and addresses of those who provided them to the plaintiff. (See
Appellant's Brief, p. 15). Plaintiffs argument is misplaced.
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According to Rule 25(a) of the Utah Rules of Criminal Procedure:
In its discretion, for substantial cause and in furtherance of justice, the Court may,
either on its own initiative or upon application of either party, order an
information or indictment dismissed. U.R.C.P. 25(a).
As shown above, the plaintiff had ample opportunity to offer evidence to the trial Court
as to its purported inability to comply with the trial Court's order to produce the original
recordings and the names and addresses of those who provided them to the plaintiff ( R. 00125,
f 15 and TJ21). The plaintiff also had ample opportunity to provide proof that the recordings,
names and addresses were lost, destroyed or recorded over ( R. 00125, ^[15 and 1f21). The
plaintiff failed to do so, and the trial Court found that "[N]o valid reason was provided by the
prosecution for its failure to comply with this Court's order on May 27, 2008." ( R. 0125, T[21).
As a result, the charges against Mr. Asiata were properly dismissed under Rule 25(a) after fair
warning to the plaintiff.
The plaintiff contends that the trial Court did not comply with Rule 25(a) in that there
was not substantial cause to dismiss the charge against Mr. Asiata because "the Prosecution had
clearly explained to the trial Court the reasons it could not provide the 5 originals." (See
Appellant's Brief, p. 15) (emphasis added). The plaintiff cites to Morton v. Continental Baking
Co , 938 P.2d 271,279 (Utah 1997) to support its theory. There are two problems with the
plaintiffs allegation, first, as discussed above, the plaintiff fails to understand that Utah law
requires more than an explanation from the prosecution to establish proof of a matter. Second,
the plaintiff misapplies Utah case law in an attempt to support its theory.
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As to the first issue, according to Arroyo, which is cited above, a Trial Court found that
consent was given by a defendant based solely on a prosecutor's statement of such to the Trial
Court. The Supreme Court's comments are notable,
[t]he only "evidence" anywhere in this record which supports the finding of
consent is the prosecutor's response to the judge's question of consent. However,
a prosecutor's assertion that consent was given is not evidence and cannot support
a finding of consent. Arroyo at 687.
As stated above, "[ajttorneys' unsworn statements do not establish facts in the absence of
stipulation. Trial judges cannot rely upon these unsworn statements as the basis for making
factual determinations. . . ." Arroyo at 687, (quoting Leon Shaffer Golnick Advertising, Inc. v.
Cedar, 423 So.2d 1015, 1017 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1982)). See also Caperon v. Tuttle, 116 P.2d
402, 405-06 (Utah 1941).
As to the second issue, the plaintiff attempts to argue that the trial Court overstepped the
bounds discussed in Morton in dismissing the charges against Mr. Asiata. The plaintiff then
refers the Court to a dissenting opinion in that case as support for its argument.
In the Morton case, the Supreme Court of Utah analyzed a trial Court's authority to
impose discovery sanctions on a noncompliant party under Rule 37 of the Utah Rules of Civil
Procedure. Most notably, the majority in Morton determined that "the choice of an appropriate
discovery sanction is primarily the responsibility of the trial judge." Id at 274, (quoting First
Fed Sav. & Loan Ass 'n v. Schamanek, 684 P.2d 1257, 1266 (Utah 1984)). The Court continued,
"'[bjecause trial Courts must deal first hand with the parties and the discovery process, they are
given broad discretion regarding the imposition of discovery sanctions.'" Id at 274, (quoting
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Utah Dep 't ofTransp, v. Osguthorpe, 892 P.2d 4, 6 (Utah 1995), quoting Darrington v. Wade,
812 P.2d 452, 457 (Utah Ct. App. 1991)). Finally, the Court concluded that, ".. . we have long
held that we will not interfere unless 'abuse of that discretion [is] clearly shown.'" Id at 274
(quoting Osguthorpe at 8). The Osguthorpe Court found that the Trial Court did not abuse its
discretion in dismissing the case for failure to comply with a discovery order.
Lastly, the plaintiff claims that the case "was dismissed as a direct result of the
Prosecution's inability to produce the 5 originals." (See Appellant's Brief, p. 16). It further
claims that the trial Court's dismissal of the charge against Mr. Asiata comes as a personal
sanction against the prosecutor (See Appellant's Brief, p. 16), and that the trial Court "could have
suppressed the recordings for which there were no originals" (See Appellant's Brief, p. 17). The
plaintiff cites to Salt Lake City v. Dorman-Ligh, 912 P.2d 452, (Utah App. 1996) to support its
claim.
In Dorrnan-Ligh, the trial "Court dismissed the City's Criminal Information with
prejudice as a sanction against the Salt Lake Prosecutor, for violating the Court's order to be in
attendance at and prepared for, and to represent the Plaintiff a t , . . . the hearing. . . . " DormanLigh at 454. There are no facts in the present matter to show that the Court dismissed the case as
an unwarranted sanction against the prosecutor. Rather, it dismissed the charge as a direct result
of the plaintiffs refusal to produce evidence it possessed, and was ordered to produce. The
plaintiff failed to provide anything to the trial Court to show why it could not comply with the
Court's order in spite of over thirty days time to do so. As a result, and contrary to the plaintiffs
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argument, there would not be any furtherance of justice if the trial Court would have suppressed
the original recordings that the defense wanted to locate and view in the first place.
Accordingly, the trial Court's Order dismissing the charge against Mr. Asiata complied
with Rule 25(a), and was within the Court's discretion.

CONCLUSION
As a result, of the trial Court did not abuse its discretion in ordering the plaintiff to
produce the original recordings and the names and addresses of those who provided them to the
plaintiffs police department within thirty days, and it did not abuse its discretion in making good
on its word and dismissing the charge against Mr. Asiata. Accordingly, the Appellee respectfully
requests that the Court of Appeals affirm the trial Court's decision in this case.
DATED thi%2^1_ day of January, 2009

Brett C. Anderson
Attorney for Appellee,
Williams Shawn Asiata
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